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The in situ measurement of atmospheric aerosol optical properties is an important component of quantifying
climate change. In particular, the in-situ measurement of the aerosol single-scattering albedo (SSA), which is the
ratio of aerosol scattering to aerosol extinction, is identified as a key challenge in atmospheric sciences and climate
change research. Ideally, the complete set of aerosol optical properties is measured through optical closure studies
which simultaneous measure aerosol extinction, scattering and absorption coefficients. The recent development
of new optical instruments have made real-time in situ optical closure studies attainable, however, many of these
instruments are state-of-the-art but not practical for routine monitoring.
In our studies we deployed a suit of well-established and recently developed instruments including the cavity
attenuated phase shift (CAPS) method for aerosol light extinction, multi-angle absorption photometer (MAAP)
and particle soot absorption photometer (PSAP) for aerosol light absorption, and an integrating nephelometer
(NEPH) for aerosol light scattering measurements. From these directly measured optical properties we calculated
light absorption from extinction minus scattering (difference method), light extinction from scattering plus
absorption, and aerosol single-scattering albedo from combinations CAPS + MAAP, NEPH + PSAP, NEPH +
MAAP, CAPS + NEPH. Closure studies were conducted for laboratory-generated aerosols composed of various
mixtures of black carbon (Regal 400R pigment black, Cabot Corp.) and ammonium sulphate, urban aerosol
(Billerica, MA), and background aerosol (Storm Peak Lab.).
Key questions addressed in our closure studies are: (1) how well can we measure aerosol light absorption by
various methods, and (2) how well can we measure the aerosol single-scattering albedo by various instrument
combinations? In particular we investigated (3) whether the combination of a CAPS and NEPH provides a
reasonable approach for determining aerosol absorption using the difference method, and (4) whether this
comparison provides any indication that the PSAP and/or MAAP measurements of absorption have artifacts by
organic condensation as suggested in the literature.
The results presented here contribute to the ongoing efforts of assessing measurement methods suitable for the
monitoring of aerosol optical properties.


